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A 10-year cost projection is… 

An estimate of the 10-year cost to 
tax or fee payers of any proposed 
legislation that would impose new 
taxes or fees, or raise current taxes 
or fees.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Address existing statutory authority



10-year cost projections

In 2007, voters approved I-960. Requires OFM to:

• Prepare a 10-year cost projection for all bills raising taxes 
or fees. OFM relies on agencies – subject matter experts.

• Distribute the most current 10-year cost projection to all 
legislators, and to members of the media and public who 
request the projections.

• Notices must be distributed each time the bill moves 
through the legislative process.

• RCW 43.135.031 
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For those of you with experience preparing 10-year cost analyses, there have been a few changes to the I-960 program.The 2014 session was Kay Baxstrom’s last session.  Shane Hamlin worked with her the last two sessions to learn the program and assume lead responsibility for it, and luckily for me, he’s still around to help.  Last session, Shane moved on and the program has passed to me. I-960 duties are now assigned to the Budget Operations unit, the same team that manages the fiscal note process.Phasing out references to I-960.  For now, simply using “10-year” or tax and fee bills.In terms of interacting with you, my role is to be a resource when you need one, our agency partners, who are providing service that is critical to our ability to comply with the law.Cost projection vs. cost analysisOFM is required to send notices that include a ten-year projection whenever a bill that has new/increased taxes or fees: Is introduced Has a public hearing scheduledPasses out of committeePasses on the floorThis includes amended versions…some bills can generate 10 more notices.  Notices are required to include information other than the ten-year projection, such as bill sponsors and their contact information.



Process Summary

Derek does a technical review, and then creates and distributes 
the appropriate notice.

OFM analyst reviews the analysis and fiscal note, and then 
approves both.

Agency staff prepare and submit the 10-year analysis and fiscal 
note.

10-year team requests a 10-year analysis and fiscal note.

10-year team reads every bill and bill amendment.
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Every bill is read.  We apply the tax and fee 10-year cost projection criteria to bills that appear to trigger the cost projection and public notice requirements.Using the FNS, we ask the appropriate agency or agencies to prepare a 10-year cost analysis.  We usually always also ask for a fiscal note, too.  FN helps us understand the fiscal impact of the bill, particularly with respect to revenues.  Agencies complete the 10-year cost analysis within FNS.  There is a separate 10-yr Analysis tab on fiscal note requests that include a 10-year.After the agency submits the 10-year, the agency’s assigned budget analyst reviews the note and 10-year.  The analyst reviews the 10-year in conjunction with the FN for programmatic and technical correctness.  Once approved by the analyst, Operations again reviews the note.  We pay particular attention to indeterminate or partially indeterminate 10-years.  Look for obvious errors, such as inclusion of penalties, missing revenue, etc. If the ten-year looks alright, we create the appropriate notice. Operations may change tax or fee titles if they are not descriptive, add or modify narrative, or make other changes as needed.The I-960 system compiles and summarizes the ten-year analyses by agencies to create a draft ten-year projection within the notice. The I-960 system pulls in only information from the ten-year analysis—not from the fiscal note.



10-Year Analysis vs. Fiscal Note

1. Not a component of the fiscal note and 
it must “stand” on its own.

2. Revenue calculations may be 
different. 

3. By law, a 10-year analyses take 
precedence over fiscal notes.
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A 10-year analysis is not a component of the fiscal note and it must “stand” on its own.  Published fiscal notes do not include the 10-year cost analysis.Revenue calculations may be different. Lots of reasons for this – penalties not counted, extends beyond the biennium, netting rules, I-960’s “particularity” when it comes to costs that “count”For this reason, with respect to cash receipts/revenue, it is important to think about the 10-year analysis differently from the fiscal note analysis.  You can’t simply cut and paste from the FN to the 10-year.  By law, a 10-year analyses take precedence over fiscal notes.
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Guidelines: Tax and Fee Titles

Show each source of revenue separately, using a title 
that is meaningful to the public.  

• Each source is considered a separate fee or tax. 
• Use a descriptive title for the source, not the account name.  
• Think in terms of who is paying the fee and for what purpose 

the fee is paid.  

Show each account within the source, using the exact 
same tax or fee title. 
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Show each source of revenue separately.  Sources of revenue are not source codes and they are not accounts. Each source is considered a separate fee or tax. Use descriptive title for the source—not the account name.  Think about what will mean something to the public in terms of who is paying and for what purpose.  Be specific. Show each account within the source, using the exact same tax or fee title. (Different than the FN)



Guidelines: Narrative when there is revenue

Briefly describe what the bill does that triggers a 
10-year cost analysis. The best narratives 
reference the relevant section numbers.

Briefly describe and quantify the cash receipts 
impact of the legislation on your agency, 
including rates, calculations and assumptions. 
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If the cash receipts/revenue can be determined, we do not include the narrative in the email notice.  In these cases, the narrative is really for OFM – to help your analyst and me understand the impact of the legislation on your agency, how you would approach the revenue, etc.  You do not need to spend a great deal of time on these narratives.  Examples on next slide.  



Narrative Examples 

Example of Inadequate Narrative:
Section 1 imposes a $720 fee on the licensee but it is unknown how many 
of these centers will apply for a license.

Example of Adequate Narrative:
This bill establishes a Senior Center license to be issued to nonprofit 
organizations whose primary service is to provide recreational and social 
activities for seniors on the premises. The license would permit the licensee 
to sell spirits by the individual glass for consumption on the premises. A 
$720 fee is imposed on the licensee. It is unknown how many of these 
centers will apply for a license and therefore the total cost to fee payers 
cannot be estimated.
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If the cash receipts/revenue can be determined, we do not include the narrative in the email notice.  In these cases, the narrative is really for OFM – to help your analyst and me understand the impact of the legislation on your agency, how you would approach the revenue, etc.  You do not need to spend a great deal of time on these narratives.  



Guidelines: Netting Rules

Same bill, same account: Net tax increases and decreases 
against each other. It does not need to be the same tax.

For the same tax, show the increases and decreases on the 
same line.

For different taxes, show the increases and decreases on 
separate lines using the appropriate tax titles.

Do not net fee increases and decreases against each other. Do 
not net changes in fees and taxes against each other.

Use narrative section to provide additional details or context. 
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Netting Rules – 10-year tips



Guidelines: No Cash Receipts

All agencies affected by a bill must submit a 10-year 
analysis.

If your agency does not administer or collect the tax or fee, 
check the “No Cash Receipts” box.

If your agency is responsible for administering or collecting 
a tax or fee but there are no cash receipts, you must 
provide an explanation in the narrative section. 
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All agencies that are affected by a bill must submit a ten-year analysis when a bill is flagged as containing a tax or fee, even though some agencies do not administer or collect the tax or fee contained in the bill.  Check the No Cash Receipts Box.If your agency is responsible for administering or collecting a tax or fee but there are no cash receipts, you must provide an explanation. 



Guidelines: Indeterminate Impact

Check the “indeterminate” box. In the narrative 
section:

• Describe why the bill triggers a 10-year, who is affected and 
how.

• If available, include the cost to the individual tax or fee payer, 
usually in the form of the rate authorized in the bill.

• Explain why the cost to the individual tax or fee payer is 
indeterminate.
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Guidelines: Partially Indeterminate

Check the “partially indeterminate” box. This is 
important, otherwise the system will not pull the 
narrative into the notice.

Use the narrative to:
• Describe what the measure does that triggers a 10-year
• Identify which cash receipts can be estimated and which 

cannot be estimated
• Explain why total cash receipts cannot be estimated
• Include assumptions

Include numbers in the grid for the parts that can be 
determined.
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All agencies that are affected by a bill must submit a ten-year analysis when a bill is flagged as containing a tax or fee, even though some agencies do not administer or collect the tax or fee contained in the bill.  Check the No Cash Receipts Box.If your agency is responsible for administering or collecting a tax or fee but there are no cash receipts, you must provide an explanation. 
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Resources: www.ofm.wa.gov/budget
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Reference 10-Year tips 

http://www.ofm.wa.gov/budget


For questions about a 10-year analysis, please 
contact:

Derek Rutter at (360) 902-0409 or 
derek.rutter@ofm.wa.gov

For technical assistance with FNS, please contact the 
WaTech Solutions Center at (360) 407-9100 or 
solutionscenter@watech.wa.gov

mailto:derek.rutter@ofm.wa.gov
mailto:solutionscenter@watech.wa.gov
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